Need another word that means the same as “moniker”? Find 9 synonyms and 30 related
words for “moniker” in this overview.
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Moniker as a Noun
Definitions of "Moniker" as a noun
According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “moniker” as a noun can have the following
definitions:
A name.
A familiar name for a person (often a shortened version of a person’s given name.

Synonyms of "Moniker" as a noun (9 Words)

byname

A nickname, especially one given to distinguish a person from others with
the same given name.
Surnames started off as bynames to distinguish two persons in the same
locality.

cognomen

A name or nickname.

denomination

The rank of a playing card within a suit, or of a suit relative to others.
High denomination banknotes.

honorific

A title or word implying or expressing respect.
The Japanese use many honorifics.
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label

A radioactive isotope that is used in a compound in order to trace the
mechanism of a chemical reaction.
Independent labels.

nickname

A familiar or humorous name given to a person or thing instead of or as
well as the real name.
Joe s mother would not use his nickname and always called him Joseph.

sobriquet

A familiar name for a person (often a shortened version of a person’s given
name.
She was a vast and haughty person who answered to the sobriquet
Duchesse.

soubriquet

A familiar name for a person (often a shortened version of a person’s given
name.

title

A descriptive or distinctive name that is earned or chosen.
His title to fame.

Usage Examples of "Moniker" as a noun
His real moniker is Dave Kennedy.

Associations of “Moniker” (30 Words)
adopt

Choose (someone) as a candidate for office.
This approach has been adopted by many big banks.

affectionate

Readily feeling or showing fondness or tenderness.
An affectionate kiss.

alias

Misidentify (a signal frequency), introducing distortion or error.
Mr Smith alias Mr Lafayette.

alphabetically

In alphabetical order.
Books are now arranged alphabetically by author.

black

Make or become black.
Man has written one of his blackest records as a destroyer on the oceanic
islands.

call

Lure by imitating the characteristic call of an animal.
I think teachers really good teachers are called to teach.

code

Convert ordinary language into code.
Each box had a label with the code SC 90.
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cognomen

The name used to identify the members of a family (as distinguished from
each member’s given name.

descendants

All of the offspring of a given progenitor.

designate

Decree or designate beforehand.
The Wye Valley is designated an area of outstanding natural beauty.

dub

The new sounds added by dubbing.
The media dubbed anorexia the slimming disease.

edition

The form in which a text (especially a printed book) is published.
The first edition appeared in 1920.

epithet

An epithet used as a term of abuse.
People jeered and hurled racial epithets.

father

Appear as or admit that one is the father or originator of.
Keep the faith of our forefathers.

given

Acknowledged as a supposition.
At a couture house attentive service is a given.

incognito

Without revealing one’s identity.
She is locked in her incognito.

name

Identify correctly by name.
They named their son David.

nickname

Give a nickname to.
Mallender s fair complexion gave rise to his nickname Ghost.

nominate

Put forward nominate for appointment to an office or for an honor or
position.
The nominate race and two subspecies occur.

officially

In public and for official purposes but not necessarily so in reality.
There is a possibility he was murdered officially he died in a car smash.

ordained

Fixed or established especially by order or command.
An ordained priest.

patronymic

Of or derived from a personal or family name.
The patronymic naming of children.

pseudonym

A fictitious name used when the person performs a particular social role.
I wrote under the pseudonym of Evelyn Hervey.

sir

Term of address for a man.
Excuse me sir.
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sobriquet

A familiar name for a person (often a shortened version of a person’s given
name.
She was a vast and haughty person who answered to the sobriquet
Duchesse.

stature

Importance or reputation gained by ability or achievement.
An architect of international stature.

surname

Give a surname to.
He changed his surname from Kaye to Kasmin.

title

Give a title to.
A grocery family had title to the property.

version

Create a new version of.
His version of the fight was different from mine.
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